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for a wireless world
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This is how  
it works…

AC solutions 
AC generating-sets are typically used when telecom towers are connected 
to the grid, supporting the mains system as standby power. In areas with a 
reliable mains network one diesel generating-set can be used as conventional 
emergency backup, but in reality the power grid is unreliable across many parts 
of the world, and in many instances telecom towers will rely on two generating-
sets to provide a suitable backup. 
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The world is increasingly 
wireless. Mobile phones 
are extensively used across 
both the developed and 
developing world and as their 
popularity and sophistication 
continues to rise, so too 
does the need for new 
infrastructure consisting of 
telecom towers – or Base 
Transceiver Stations (BTS) –  
to ensure reliable coverage. 
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DC solutions  
DC generating-sets are typically used to provide prime 
power to BTS where grid power is unavailable. DC 
generating-sets are frequently connected to a battery and 
renewable source of energy to create a DC hybrid system. 
Due to the absence of a mains connection, the BTS power 
supply system can fully benefit the DC generating-set 
technology and supply DC power to the load without 
unnecessary current rectification. This makes the DC hybrid 
solution more efficient, and saves costs when compared to 
AC prime power solutions.

Remote Communications   
ComAp WebSupervisor forms part of an integrated software 
suite that allows you to communicate remotely with your 
equipment controls – for complete monitoring and control of all 
your telecom towers using any PC, tablet or smartphone.

With customisable reports, a comprehensive history log and 
fault notifications it’s a simple yet powerful way for users 
to view, track and archive all the information that matters. 
WebSupervisor is now available as a free app for Apple™ and 
Android™ devices and includes multi-language support.
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For reliable power supply every off-grid BTS will need 
a generating-set. In fact, even those connected to 
the grid are likely to need a generating-set as backup 
(particularly if located in a region with an unreliable grid 
infrastructure). 

With many BTS located in remote areas telecom 
operators and tower companies are looking for ways 
how to manage their sites more effectively, reduce fuel 
consumption and prolong maintenance cycles in order 
to lower operational expenditures (OPEX). ComAp are 
the ideal partner for telecom companies: We have the 
experience that comes from supplying thousands of 
gen-set controllers to BTS applications every year; 
a wide product range designed for specific telecom 
demands, and the right support – wherever you are – 
thanks to our expert local distributor network. 



Thanks to ComAp’s advanced control solutions telecom tower operators can control and monitor power supply 
of their entire tower portfolio. No matter if the BTS is connected to the grid or placed in remote areas without grid 
connection; or if powered by single AC generator or a complex DC hybrid system with solar panel – ComAp has a 
solution for every application. ComAp controllers ensure optimal operation of the complete telecom power system 
and so deliver significant OPEX savings, primarily from a minimization of generating-set running hours. 

ComAp controllers also feature advanced remote communications capabilities that, in connection with 
WebSupervisor – ComAp’s unique control and monitoring system – deliver additional costs savings by increasing the 
efficiency of maintenance intervals.

There’s a ComAp solution for every BTS application
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Start saving OPEX with our 
cycling systems 

AC cycling solution
ComAp generating set controllers provide innovative features that enable AC 
cycling. Under this system the generating-set is used for charging the battery 
bank, meaning that the generating-set is only operating for a few hours per 
day – and telecom tower operators can benefit from significant savings. Using 
ComAp AC cycling solution also allows operators to utilise smaller generating 
sets and thus significantly reduce capital expenditure (CAPEX). A Built-in 
temperature switch enables to power up the AC load (such as air-conditioning) 
independently of the DC battery bank voltage level.

Additional savings result from integrating ComAp WebSupervisor, which 
enables powerful remote monitoring and control of the system.

DC hybrid cycling solution 
By using a DC generator with battery bank connected to a renewable source 
of energy (such as a wind or solar power plant) the highest OPEX savings are 
possible. This type of system – called a DC hybrid cycling solution – offers  
the potential of 80% fuel savings compared to a non-cycling AC solution.

A DC hybrid cycling solution also means the DC generator is running less 
frequently, resulting in longer maintenance periods, fewer refuelling cycles 
and longer intervals between oil changes. Additional advantages result from 
integrating ComAp software – such as InteliMonitor and WebSupervisor –  
that enable powerful remote monitoring and control of the system. 
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Fuel consumption savings

Running hours comparison

AC gen-set 24/7$200 000

Return on investment

$150 000

$100 000

$50 000

$0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

years

AC cycling

DC cycling

DC cycling Solar/Wind

1) Relevant only for DC cycling systems

Benefits of ComAp AC/DC 
cycling systems

OPEX savings (up to 80%1)
  Reduced fuel consumption

 • Reduced generating-set runtime
 • Variable speed DC generator1

 •  Smaller size of the generator (usually 
running on 80% of available load)1

 • Higher efficiency of DC solution1

  Prolonged maintenance intervals

  Efficient site management
 • ComAp remote communication tools

CAPEX savings
  Longer generating-set lifetime

   No additional rectifiers and battery 
chargers necessary1

Reduced CO2 emissions

Smaller ground footprint
  System modularity

AC gen-set 24/7

AC cycling

DC cycling

DC cycling
Solar/Wind

Generator ON

Generator ON
Battery Charging

Generator ON
Battery Charging

Generator OFF
Battery Discharging

Generator ON
Battery 

Charging S/W

Generator OFF
Battery Discharging + Solar/Wind Power

Generator OFF
Battery Discharging

24 hours



Typical applications
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DC cycling for off-grid  
power systems
•  Use a ComAp system including  

InteliLite Telecom DC to efficiently control  
your DC variable speed generating-set,  
renewable DC power source and battery for a  
reliable and cost-effective off-grid solution

•  Due to higher efficiency DC cycling solution can deliver  
significant OPEX savings when compared to AC cycling solution

•  Remote monitoring for optimal service intervals, fault reporting  
and reduced operating costs (OPEX)

INTERNET

CONTROL ROOM
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Battery temperature

Voltage and current

Voltage and currentVoltage and current
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Engine temperatureFuel levelOil pressureRPM or excitation
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AC cycling system
•  ComAp AC cycling system including  

InteliLite Telecom offers significant OPEX savings

•  Start/Stop based on battery bank voltage ensures the  
telecom tower is always powered most efficiently

•  Generating-set only used to charge batteries meaning reduced  
run-hours and smaller cost-effective generating-set can be used

•  Remote monitoring for optimal service intervals, fault reporting and reduced operating costs (OPEX)
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Mutual standby AC generating-sets
•  Two standby AC generating-sets operating in parallel to the mains and smart controlled by system 

incorporating ComAp InteliLite Telecom controllers

•  Generating-sets switch supply (Dual AMF application) for improved performance, fuel efficiency and service 
maintenance scheduling

•  Failsafe standby system provides high system reliability and OPEX savings

Case studies

IPKO Telecommunications, 
Kosovo

IPKO Telecommunications, established 
in 1999 and one of the fastest growing 
telecommunications companies in Europe 
use ComAp to help them reduce costs and 
meet their customers’ diverse needs.

IPKO has grown from being the first 
Kosova-wide Internet provider to 
becoming a complete solution provider 
offering a full range of integrated services 
and content in mobile communications, 
fixed telephony, digital cable television, 

internet services and other media. Their extensive BTS 
network sees each equipped with backup power provided 
by batteries and gen-sets. During 2012 IPKO began a 
drive to control and reduce the OPEX of the gen-sets by 
installing InteliLiteNT controllers, with remote monitoring 
provided by WebSupervisor.

“The InteliLiteNT controller fulfils all the requirements we 
need including protections and full remote control. The 
benefits of adopting this ComAp solution are significant 
and we have seen decreasing the costs, less need for 
site visits and improved fuel cost control and equipment 
durability.” 

Nexhdet Abazi, Expert/Field Maintenance Engineer

Levis Manufacturer,  
Vietnam
DC hybrid solutions are the latest advance 
in the telecommunication and power 
generation industries, and Levis 
Manufacturer, one of the largest generating 
set packagers in Vietnam, have decided to 
utilise ComAp controllers as part of their 
innovative systems.  

A DC Hybrid solution incorporating the 
ComAp InteliLite Telecom DC controller 
enables telecom customers to save up to 70% 
of their OPEX, in main due to the presence of 
a battery and DC variable speed generator. 
Additional savings result from the cost benefits 
of using the integrated WebSupervisor system, 
which enables efficient remote monitoring and 
control of the customers’ generating sets for 
optimised site management. 
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AC 
InteliLite Telecom
An integrated controller designed 
especially for telecom applications and 
suitable for generating-sets operating 
in single- or dual-standby mode. The 
controller features an AMF delay function, 
which prevents startup of the generating 
set so that power to the load is provided 
primarily by a battery. This function 
enables cost-effective cycling operation. 
Controller also contains firmware with 
improved communication capabilities, 
fuel measurement and powerful statistics 
for OPEX evaluation and backup battery 
maintenance.  

The InteliLite Telecom is compatible 
with most EFI engines and offers easy 
configurability with an excellent price/
performance ratio. With less wiring, 
components and programming than more 
complicated models it provides easy 
servicing and superb reliability, offering 
exactly the features needed for AC 
telecom applications. 

•  Battery bank voltage based Start/Stop
• Control and alarms SMS
• Emails with history

• Improved communication capabilities
• A/B start battery support
• Four additional analog inputs; One AO
•  New set of timers for battery bank 

charging
•  Fuel measurement and powerful 

statistics for OPEX evaluation and 
battery bank maintenance

DC 
InteliLite Telecom DC
The InteliLite Telecom DC is the perfect 
generating-set controller for DC telecom 
applications and offers complete 
monitoring, control and protection of the 
DC hybrid system. Unlike other products 
on the market, ComAp InteliLite Telecom  
DC controller can take full advantage of 
latest technology by using variable speed 
DC generators to charge the batteries. 
This approach results in lower engine fuel 
consumption and is more efficient than 
charging by excitation. 

Remote communications provided by 
ComAp’s integrated software suite – 
WebSupervisor, LOCATE and AirGate 
– offer valuable monitoring and control 
features. Telecom tower companies or 
mobile operators can therefore benefit 
from predictive maintenance of their 
sites, which contributes additional OPEX 
savings. And with a comprehensive 
history log (and customisable and 

downloadable excel datasheets for data 
archiving) it’s simple to keep an up to date 
record of generating-set performance, 
with full incident monitoring and fault 
notifications. 

•  Complete monitoring, control and 
protection of the Hybrid system

•  Uses variable speed DC generators to 
charge batteries

•  Remote monitoring WebSupervisor 
(BTS data available) 

• Fuel measurement function
•  Automatic Start and Stop according to 

the accumulator voltage and charging 
current

•  Charging current/voltage regulated by 
speed (variable speed engines, dual 
speed engines) or excitation (single 
speed engines)

•  Voltage compensation according to 
battery temperature

•  Charging time limitation and other 
protection

• Circuit-breaker control
•  Main screen layout adapted for DC 

applications
•  Service cycle allows the maintenance 

people to trigger the charging manually 
•  Remote communication via GPRS, 

AirGate or Ethernet 
•  ComAp SCADA compatible (several 

equipment creating the network) 
• History log

Also recommended for Telecom applications...

InteliNanoNT InteliLiteNT InteliCompactNT AIO9/1 IL-NT GPRS IB-Lite InternetBridge-NT

Useful product information
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